CORPORATE OVERVIEW

Scaling a Cloud Business is hard.
Scaling it securely is harder.
Security has never been more of a competitive differentiator —
yet too often gets sacrificed for speed. Threat Stack helps
companies secure their cloud infrastructure with a platform
and program to unite security and operations.

450+

Threat Stack gives organizations the framework, technology,
and experts you need to build a Cloud SecOps program and
secure cloud workloads.

Customers

$65m+

“

Invested in the Threat Stack
Cloud Security Platform

SHARED FRAMEWORK FOR SECURITY AND OPERATIONS

Working with Threat Stack

TECHNOLOGY BUILT FOR MODERN INFRASTRUCTURE

The Threat Stack Cloud SecOps Maturity Framework® helps Security
and Operations to identify, set, and achieve mutual goals.

The Threat Stack Cloud Security Platform® is specifically built to
address the challenges of a perimeterless environment.

provides us with the expertise,
tools, and roadmap we need
to keep our team aligned while
executing an effective cloud
security strategy. Threat Stack’s

SECOPS EXPERTS

highly experienced security

Threat Stack Insight SM and Threat Stack Oversight SM add Cloud and
Security experts to your team without recruiting hard-to-find talent.

engineers work with our
security and operations teams
to optimize the company’s
platform so we can best leverage
its automation, real-time alerting,
and investigative capabilities
for our unique environment.
KEN LEESER
CISO at Chrome River

”

Threat Stack Helps You
REDUCE RISK

BUILD TRUST

Our powerful technology
heps you identify patterns of
risky behavior, increase your
likelihood of detecting a breach
and significantly reduces your
time to respond. As you start
building your SecOps strategy,
you’ll also reduce risk of human
error by introducing automation
and controls.

Build trust with your
customers that their
data is safe, while you
build trust between
teams in your
organization. When
security’s goals are
aligned with the rest
of the organization,
everyone wins.

SECURE YOUR
FUTURE GROWTH
A lack of security means
friction in your sales
cycle. When you build
security in from the
get-go, you won’t face
roadblocks when it
comes time to achieve
compliance or your next
big customer.

Platform and Program to Unite
Security and Operations
Services

Technology

THE THREAT STACK CLOUD
SECOPS PROGRAM®

The Threat Stack Cloud Security Platform helps you detect risky behaviors and
misconfigurations across your environment with a powerful combination of technologies,
so you can change policies to reduce risk over time. With the real-time alerts and context
around each event, you can respond immediately to potential incidents, before they turn
into a breach.

The Threat Stack Cloud SecOps Program
leverages the power of the Threat Stack
Cloud Security Platform to inform your
Cloud Security strategy.

Threat Stack Maturity
Framework ServiceSM
The Threat Stack® Cloud SecOps Maturity
Framework applies a DevOps lens to
Security and offers five core principles with
achievable milestones to gradually bridge
Security and Operations to fortify your
infrastructure. Leveraging the framework,
Threat Stack’s cloud security experts will
advise you on how to implement the right
monitoring and control capabilities so you
can feel confident you’re taking the right
steps to reduce risk.

Threat Stack Insight SM
Make Data-Driven Decisions
with Curated Analytics

THE THREAT STACK
CLOUD SECURITY
PLATFORM GIVES
REAL-TIME ALERTS

Monitor for Potential Security Incidents
With Threat Stack Oversight, a Security
Engineer will monitor your environment,
alerting you to potential incidents and
helping you understand what happened.
Our experts leverage the automation,
real-time alerting, and unparalleled
investigative capabilities of the Threat
Stack Cloud Security Platform®.
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Cloud Configuration Auditing

With the real-time alertings
and context around each
event, you can respond
immediately to potential
incidents, before they turn
into a breach.

THE THREAT STACK
CLOUD SECURITY
PLATFORM IS BUILT
FOR TODAY’S
INFRASTRUCTURE

With Threat Stack Insight, a Security
Engineer will curate data for you to help
you understand patterns of risky behavior
from the results of your ongoing activity
across the Threats Stack Cloud Security
Platform. You’ll also receive support with
third-party integrations and advanced
rule tuning for your usage of the platform.

Threat Stack OversightSM

Host-Based Intrusion Detection

File Integrity Monitoring
Vulnerability Assessment
Threat Intelligence Correlation

• Cloud

Native SaaS Platform doesn’t require you
to spin up additional servers.

• Host-Based,

Behavioral Detection gives you complete
visibility into your perimeterless environment.

• Lightweight Agent

acts like a kernel module, but runs
in user space — helping maintain stability and limiting
CPU usage.

• Auto

Scaling Technology enables you to grow your
business, securely.

• Real-Time Alerting

and Event Context help you to
significantly reduce your time to respond to a breach.

INTEGRATE
WITH YOUR
TOOL CHAIN AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
PROVIDERS
Flexible RESTful
and Webhook API
enable pre-built and
custom integrations
for improved incident
response, reporting,
configuration,
and more.

